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Abstract - In a series of papers, |1]-|3|. A. Câmpcaou 
and M. Naforniţă proposed a ncw active RC fiUcr 
synthesis method based OD mesh current emulation of 
LC ladder filter netHorks. Initially, the method was 
successfully appiied to highpass and lowpass polynomial 
filters. This paper extends the method to the very 
important class of lowpass finite-zeros (elliptic) filters. 
Based on the mesh current method, a simple and 
systematic design table is proposed, which permits a 
direct active RC Tilter implementation of the passive 
network. It is also outiined a method of reducing the 
number of amplifiers required. Some results obtained 
using PSPICE simulation show the efficiency of the 
method and the importance of the results. 
Keywords: RC active filter, LC ladder structure 
emulation, mesh current method, finite-zeros filter. 

I. rNTRODUCTION 

Because of their low-sensitivity properties, the double 
terminated lossless ladder filters are very suitable to 
be implemented as RC-active filters. The most used 
approach to the design of active filters based on LC 
ladder simulations is based on simulating the current 
voltage relationships existing in the LC-ladder 
prototype. This paper is specifically concemed with 
this kind of approach. 
A. Campeanu and M. Naforniţă [l]-[3], have given a 
proccdure to derive an RC-active filter from the 
passive ladder network using the mesh currents 
description of the passive circuit. The proposed 
method used as building blocks, modified biquad 
resonator filter cells with multiple inputs to 
implement lowpass and highpass RC polynomial 
active filters. Here we propose an extension of the 
mesh currents simulation method to lowpass finite-
zeros filters. For this ver>' important case, most 
proposed RC-active filter synthesis methods for 
emulating high-order LC ladder filters are subject to 
either complicated design procedures or extra 
numbers of active eiements. Mesh cuirents emulation 
active filters have the advantages that we can realize 
every loop in the original ladder prototype by a 
specific muitiple-inputs multiple-outputs RC-active 
cell. Furthermore, a systematic design table to 
simplify the design procedures is established. The 

multiple-inputs muhiple-outputs RC-active cells are 
implemented using only convenţional summation and 
integration devices. Moreover, the proposed filter 
cells use minimum numbers of op-amps. 

II. CIRCUIT TOPOLOGIES 

The procedure for the mesh currents emulation 
method starts by taking an LC-ladder prototype 
network and slicing it into individual loops. We 
describe the work of the passive network presented in 
Fig.l using mesh currents that fiows in the loops of 
the network: /,, Z^,..., . KirchofPs theorem appiied 
in any of the network loops gives: 

/ _ I j .hLi (1) 

where Z[ is the mesh impedance of the k-th loop. 
represents the value of voltage sources in the same 
mesh. Only for k = and V , = 0 . For 
the last mesh of the network, = O . 

Fig. 1 Using mesh currents to describe the work of a 
passive ladder filter 

According to (1), the ladder filter network can be 
implemented using RC active circuits cells with 
multiple inputs. Moreover, as the denominators of all 
the terms on the right side of (1) are identical, Z[. a 
unique active circuit structure can be used to 
implement the desired fimctions. As wil) be shown in 
the next Sections, depending the position of the loop 
in the ladder, the implementations are first or second 
order RC active circuits having multiple inputs and 
outputs. 
Previous papers. [l]-[3], used T-shaped LC ladder 
structures to synthesize RC-active filters. This 
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approach gives the advant2tge of using a unique active 
cell repeatedly for each loop of the passive structure. 
Extending the method to the case of finite-zeros 
filters, the previous approach becomes unsatisfactor>' 
because in a singie circuit loop there are as far as two 
arms with LC resonant series circuits. A better 
solution is to use 7i-shaped passive filter structures, 
because in this case, each circuit loop has no more 
than a singie LC resonant parallel circuit. This second 
approach is used in this paper uniess it gives different 
transfer ftmctions and different active filter cell 
structure for almost every loop of the original ladder 
protot>pe. Furthermore, in the next sections, 
systematic design rules are established to simplify 
design procedures. 

III. MESH CURRENTS SIMULATION OF LC 
LADDER BUILDING LOOPS 

terminated passive tliter is shown in Fig. 2. a. Taking 
as input variables E and the two parts of I2 /; and 

I I , the mesh current is expressed as 

•G 
CELLI 

The examination of 7i-shaped double terminated 
passive filter structure has identified 5 distinct types 
of circuit loops. Based on the mesh currents 
description of a certain loop, the structure of 
equivalent RC-active cells with op amps was 
established. Instead of the original currents , the 
RC-active cell work is described by potentials \ \ 
having the same subscripts and superscripts as the 
original currents. 
In the case of network loops having on series arms LC 
parallel circuits, the need of keeping the number of op 
amps in the synthesized cell to a minimum imposes 
the separation of the loop current, in two terms, 
the first with a highpass behaviour, , the second 
one, / ' behaving like a lowpass filter: 

a , 1 : ^ 1 : (2) 
where a^ is a constant for a given loop. 
According to (2), the output of the corresponding RC-
active cell will be written in the same manner: 

K = (3) 
Actually, the transposition of (3) in the active circuit 
cell means the use of two separate outputs for the 
same cell: a highpass output, K/, and a lowpass 
output, . Finally, the multiplication with and 
the addition of the two terms in (3) is made in the 
input stage of the adjacent cells which use as input 
signal the result of the equation. Consequently, the op 
amp needed to implement (3) is spared. 
Next, the five distinct RC-active cells will be inferred 
starting from the passive circuit counterparts. 

A. Input termination ladder network synthesis 

The input termination of a 7i-shaped double 

Fig. 2 a. Input loop of a n-shaped lowpass passive filter, b. 
Symbol of the equivalent active cell, c. Schematic of the 
synthesized filter cell. 

SC, a. 1 
sr^C2+\ sr^c.-^l 5r,c, +1 

(4) 

This multiple-inputs first order transfer function, 
implemented in Fig. 2.c, has a similar transfer 
function. 
The symbol used to represent the active cell is shown 
in Fig. 2.b. As in the next block symbols presented, 
the notation xa^, used at the input , indicates that 
the output - F / of the adjacent cell will be multiplied 
at this input by the coefficient a^. 
Choosing the value of the resistor R , the other parts 
in the schematic are: 

r 
R (5) 

B. The synthesis of the interior filter loops 

For the 7i-shaped passive filters, there are two 
different topologies for the interior network loops. 
The simplest one, used in polinomial filter networks, 
has a singie reactive element on each arm of the mesh 
(Fig. 3. a). Depending on the adjacent loops currents, 

and , the mesh current is expressed as 

h -
sh 

(6) 

lk-\ + 1 
2̂-1-2 ^Ik 
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Fig. 3 a. An internai loop of a polynomial n-shaped lowpass 
passive filter, b. Symbol of the equivalenl active cell, c. 
Schematic of the synthesized fîlter cell. 

The corresponding active filter cell, named CELL II, 
Fig. 3.C., synthetizes the same transfer fuction in a 3 
op amps RC lowpass undamped circuit. The circuit 
exhibits as far as 4 inputs required to satisfy a possible 
decomposition of the adjacent loops currents just like 
in (2). The design relationships are now: 

P' _ D D" _ p ^k-l " " 

c-, ^2k-2 (7) 

C.J-
2k-\ ' 

R 
The previous expressions suppose that has a 
known value. 
The interior loops of finite-zeros lowpass filter 
include on the series arms, LC parallel circuits as 
shows Fig. 4. a. 

— ^ ^ 

CELL UI 

ir. 

-i-

reveals an undamped second order raţional transfer 
fiinction with fmite-zeros, the complete synthesis of 
this function in the CELL III circuit will require a 
supplementary amplifier. Instead of this solution, we 
preferred to use eq. (2) and (3) and the synthesized 
circuit exhibits two outputs, F/ and V^ (see Fig. 
4.b.). The multiplication with and the addition of 
the two outputs of CELL III is then made in the input 
stage of the adjacent cells. The components l[ and 
I I , together with the constant a .̂ have the following 

expressions: 

]' - V ̂ 2/1-2 2k 

^ +7-
. 2k-2^2k 

T" _ ^2k~2 '2k 

^2k-l + 
(8) 

a. 

Finally, to design the RC-active filter cell, the 
following relationships will be used: 

/ 

\ 

2̂1-2 (9) 

^2k-2^2k 

R 
In (9), we suppose the value of R being chosen. 

C. Output terminat ion ladder network synthesis 

There are two diflferent topologies for the terminal 
loops of 3i-shaped lowpass LC ladder filters, 
depending on the order of the filter. 
Odd order filters (Fig. 5.a.) exhibits the simplest 
terminal loop. The dependence between the terminal 
loop current, Î  and the previous loop current /„.j is 
expressed by a first order lowpass transfer function: 

^̂  C , (10) /. = -

Fig. 4 a. An internai loop of a fmite-zeros 7i-shaped lowpass 
passive filter, b. Symbol of the equivalent active cell, c. 
Schematic of ihe synthesized filter cell 

As the dependence of the mesh current from the 
currents of the neighbouring cells. , and 

The synthesized active cell filter and the symbol used 
for the cell are shovm in Fig. 5. b. and c. Choosing the 
value of the resistor R , the other parts in the circuit 
are given by 

(11) 
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-K-, 'î-, R 

(12) 

The CELL V active circuit, Fig. 6.b, is built on the 
structure of a modified lowpass resonator filter with 
three op-amps. Being givcn a vaiue for R , the design 
relationships for the discrete parts of the cell are also 
very simple to infer: 

R K 
(13) 

a. n-l 

Fig. 6. a. Output loop of a ;c-shaped even order lowpass passive 
filter, b. Symbol of the equivalent active ccll, c. Schematic of the 
synthesized filter cell. 

IV. DESIGN PROCEDURE AND SIMULATION 
RESULT 

The design procedure of an RC-active filter based on 
the mesh currents emulation method is 
straightforward. First, divide the original ladder 
prototype in distinct loops and choose appropriate 
filter cells among the cells introduced in the previous 
Section. Next, connect neighbouring cells with 

appropriate interconnections. Finally, determine the 
values of resistors and capacitances via the derived 
design relationships. 
To demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed active 
filters cells, a fifth-order LC elliptic lowpass filter is 
realized. Its prototype is shown in Fig. 7.a.. with 
0.1 dB ripple and minimum 43dB attenuation in the 
stopband, will have lOkHz bandwidth. 

Fig. 5 a. Output loop of a 7t-shaped odd order lowpass passive 
filter, b. Symbol of the equivalent active cell, c. Schematic of the 
synthesized filter cell. 

A more complicated dependence between the output 
loop current, and the previous loop current is 
obtained in the case of even order LC ladder network 
filters (see Fig. 6.a,). It's a lowpass second order 
function: 

i^L 

Fig. 7 a. Fifth-order LC filter prototype, b. The corresponding 
RC-active filter derived from the prototy pe on the basis of mesh 
currents emulation method. 

Fig. 7. b. shows the implementation of the LC ladder 
network filter at the active filter cell level. The 
synthesis employs a total number of 10 op amps. The 
simulation of the active circuit employed LT 1057 op 
amps and gave the result shown in Fig. 8. 

i' \ 
1' \ / 

Fig. 8 Amplitude response of the active circuit from Fig b. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A new passive filter implementation based on mesh 
currents emulation of LC ladder networks was 
introduced for finite-zeros lowpass filters. Design 
principles and procedures jointly with the result of a 
circuit simulation are also presented. 
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